2018 ford fusion remote start

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Each remote start module is pre-flashed with firmware that matches your vehicle prior
to shipping to ensure an easy set-up process. Whether you need to warm up or cool down your
car, it's as easy as one-two-three clicks on your lock button! In our effort to 'Go Green' this kit
comes with a link for downloading the latest instructions specific to your vehicle, accessible
with your PC or a Smartphone ensuring you are getting a customized step-by-step guide for
proper installation. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 23 hrs
and 54 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day
one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the
purchase price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No
Thanks. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in
your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time.
Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Visit the MPC Store. This fits your. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
More to consider from our brands. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? Product Description. What other items do customers buy
after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This install was insane. I was going
to video it but I was done in 20 minutes. Works perfec on my Fusion. I then went into mu ECU
and switched on the parking lighs on with remote start. Works supeerb. Glad I found it. I was
nervous about tampering with my girlfriend's Fusion. But, I quickly learned this was much
easier to install than I had stressed it would be. It works great thus far. The only critique I have
is that it will shut the running engine down after about 10 minutes sitting in the driveway.
Fusions take a while to warm up after sitting outside in a winter. So, you may have to re start
your car if you expect a toasty ride. Overall, a great buy that I would recommend. Almost
perfect. Havent had the chance to splice into the headlight switch yet since its cold outside and
gets dark early, but the remote start works. Cant you at least charge me extra and let me buy a t
harness for this? Garbage company. Product didn't work upon arrival. Got a hold of the
company and they sent me something to reflash it and that didn't work. Have sent several
emails since to try to get it figured out and haven't gotten a response back. Go with something
else!! Solid buy! For the first time when I installed the wires.. The technician helped me on call
and it worked. Much easier to instal than the directions tell you for a Ford Fusion!!!! Super easy
5 minutes or less install. Works great. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: ford starters , Explore remote starts for trucks. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Remote Starter. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack
Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second
Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Find a Dealer today! Featuring "factory fit"
installation using an included FO-Series t-harness. Read below to review coverage and
compatible remotes. Important note: compatibility is always subject to change. For
vehicle-specific solutions, we recommend contacting your local authorized dealer before
making a purchase decision. Contact an Authorized Compustar Retailer near you today to
request pricing and confirm compatibility with your vehicle. Enjoy the peace of mind of knowing
that your remote starter was built for YOUR vehicle. This system includes a "T-Harness", which
has factory style connectors that are specific to Ford vehicles. When you add the Compustar
Ford Remote Start System to your vehicle, you will now be able to remote start your vehicle
using your factory key fob! To get the ultimate solution in range and features, pair this system

with any Compustar remote transmitter. Make sure to consider a 2-way remote to get instant
remote start confirmation! Find a Dealer Contact an Authorized Compustar Retailer near you
today to request pricing and confirm compatibility with your vehicle. Share Tweet. Works with
All Compustar Remotes To get the ultimate solution in range and features, pair this system with
any Compustar remote transmitter. Contact Your Local Dealer Today! Find a Dealer. This listing
is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Buy with confidence from a trusted seller
- see Our Other Items. Don't waste your time on other kits that don't have all the parts and are
just universal systems that the seller says will work on your vehicle. No extra remotes to carry starts from the OEM fob by pushing lock 3 times! NOTES: Some base older models will not
show any settings in the cluster but the remote start will still work great! Some 17 Models will
blink the mirror lights before starting for confirmation, but the lights will NOT remain on during
runtime. We can modify a harness and you connect 2 wires for park lights during runtime if you
wish. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer
available. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject
to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary,
especially during peak periods. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to
wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 21, PST. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go
to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This
part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops,
something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information
contained in this table have been provided by remote-car-starters. Categories Consumer
Electronics eBay Motors. Terms and Conditions. Once a bid has been placed, it is a legally
binding contract of purchase. You will be notified on the day that your goods have been
despatched via e-mail. Please note that if there are any problems, contact us first via e-mail
giving full details of any problem along with your user ID - we WANT to help! It is the customers
responsibility to ensure that payment is received in the due time as listed above. By committing
to buy you agree that you have read the listing fully and understand the auction. Goods will be
despatched ASAP after cleared fund, subject to the conditions listed in the payment section
above. We accept no responsibility for goods delayed due to the services of couriers or internet
related mailing systems. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Condition: New. Compatibility: See compatible vehicles. Ended: Dec 21, PST. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab See details. Item location: Allentown, Pennsylvania, United States. Seller:
remote-car-starters Seller's other items. The Ford remote starter is not merely a convenience, it
is also an important security feature. Its remote transmitter operates up to 1, feet away from the
automobile. A panic button is located on the transmitters as well: The Ford "SmartLock" feature
will leave the driver's side door unlocked if you use the remote to lock the car, but leave the
keys in the ignition. If the starter stops working, or works incorrectly or intermittently, you can
follow a series of troubleshooting steps before taking it to a mechanic. Change the batteries in
your Ford remote starter. Make sure the battery compartment is clean and dry so the battery will
make a solid connection with the unit. Reprogram the tachometer signal if you remotely start
your Ford automobile and the horn beeps four times. See Resources for information on
reprogramming the tach signal. Check the brake wire and the hood switch wire if you remotely
start your unit and the horn beeps twice. If this troubleshooting is not effective, check to see if
the unit is in service mode. Check the key sense wire connector and the key sense wire polarity
if the remote starter causes the car to start, then stop and beep twice. Go over the antenna wire
to make sure it is plugged in securely and not cut, torn or kinked. Problems with the antenna
will often result in a faulty remote starter. Reprogram the tach curb idol to a range between and
1, if the car remotely turns on, turns off and then turns on again by itself. The car is acting as
though it has stalled out. Check the tach wire connection before you reprogram the unit. Step 1
Change the batteries in your Ford remote starter. Step 2 Reprogram the tachometer signal if you
remotely start your Ford automobile and the horn beeps four times. Step 3 Check the brake wire
and the hood switch wire if you remotely start your unit and the horn beeps twice. Step 4 Check

the key sense wire connector and the key sense wire polarity if the remote starter causes the
car to start, then stop and beep twice. Step 5 Go over the antenna wire to make sure it is
plugged in securely and not cut, torn or kinked. From frost-plastered windshields to
skin-searing seat buckles, extreme weather adds a long list of inconveniences to the daily
commute. There are several easy-fix reasons why your Ford remote start system could not be
working. For the safety of you and your vehicle, remote start will not work under certain
conditions. Here are some reasons your remote start system may fail:. Some Ford key fobs
feature LED lights that provide feedback on the status of your remote start and stop commands.
If your vehicle is equipped with an automatic climate control system, you can configure the
system to begin operating when you remote start your vehicle. If you have manual climate
control, the system will run at the setting it was left at when the vehicle was turned off. This
entry was posted on Saturday, August 10th, at pm and is filed under Technology. You can
follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You can skip to the end and leave a
response. Pinging is currently not allowed. Can someone tell me why this is happening? And
how to fit it? Annette, I am having the same problem with my Ford Focus Titanium. My remote
start has worked fine until this point. That was happening to my Escape Titanium Took it to Ford
and they had to replace the relay and the battery terminals. Grapevine Ford in Texas repaired it.
I took it to 2 other places and they had NO idea why it was doing that. My Ford Mustang remote
start stopped working recently. Has any one experienced this with similar vehicle and what
could I possibly do to fix the solution. Have a Ford escape with app. Ford Pass for remote start.
It will not start the car first time in the day. Go and start car on start button and car starts. Shut
off, then remote will work the remainder of the day. My Mustang started doing it as well and It
honks twice and the hazard lights blink. Anyone figure anything out? Is there an on and off in
the information system? Would have been nice if they told me that when they were selling me
the car! Remote start worked for a couple of months but no longer starts the truck. Sounds like
ford messed this up. Would love to get an answer on any of these questions. My Ford Escape
was purchased as used. Worked okay when using start engine button for almost a year, but
then stopped working. It was as if battery was dead. Had to jump off to start. After sitting
overnight it would have the same problem. Took to Vic Bailey Volkswagen, where purchased
from to have checked out. Service Manager said it started the next morning and could find no
reason for it not starting and said I could pick it up. After a week, I experienced the same
problem. I had a Dr. To say the least, I was more than upset. On Labor Day, the same thing
happened as I was needing a few extra items for a planned family cookout. My daughter came
over and jumped the car off once again. I have no idea why this is happening and neither could
the dealership. Completely disgusted!! Good luck all. I have a Ford Escape Titanium. When I
initially purchased the vehicle in from Brown Bros. Ford in Vancouver, BC, the remote start
worked fine and has worked fine as far as I know. I tried to use it in late October and the vehicle
would start but then shut off after approximately 20 seconds. Have tried it several times and the
same thing happens every time. I informed them that that is not accurate as the battery was just
replaced. I have spoken to two Ford service departments who both said that I need a
diagnostics test done cost approx. Looking forward to someone figuring this out. I have a
escape titanium. I am experiencing the same issues as everyone else. When clicking it sounds
like it starts up, then stops. Try it again and it does the same thing, after the third attempt it
beeps at me. Also my year of vehicle had a recall for the trunk latch, they. So I have to stand
outside and wait for it to close and push down on itâ€¦.. Gosh Ford really? Winder, GA Sales:
Service: Call Menu. Here are some reasons your remote start system may fail: The ignition is
on. The alarm system has been triggered. Remote start has been disabled. The hood is open.
The vehicle is not in park. The vehicle battery voltage is low. The service engine soon light is
on. Solid Red Remote stop successful. Blinking Red Remote start or stop failed. Blinking Green
Remote start in progress. Share Tweet Pin. More from Akins Ford. Annette Elliott says:.
November 11, at pm. Carrie says:. November 14, at pm. November 20, at am. LeTasha Jamison
says:. November 22, at pm. Dawn Bartz says:. December 11, at pm. Heather says:. December 31,
at am. Lyn says:. January 8, at pm. Frankie says:. February 24, at pm. April 4, at pm. April 8, at
pm. BMan says:. April 27, at am. Greg Wonacott says:. May 1, at pm. Maureen Olzark says:. July
16, at pm. Gary says:. July 17, at pm. Nancy Norton says:. September 13, at am. Vivian says:.
October 2, at pm. Seth says:. October 19, at pm. Michael R. Wilder says:. November 19, at pm.
Rhonda says:. November 21, at am. Linds says:. December 14, at am. Leave a Reply Click here
to cancel reply. Name required. Your Comment. Search for:. Responsive Dealer Website by.
With thousands of units sold, we can proudly stand behind that statement! Watch the video
HERE. Range is the same as your OEM Key. Remote Start, Lock, and Unlock your vehicle with
our 1-button remote. This Remote Kit includes one 2-way remote with audible and visual
feedback, and one 1-way remote. Range is Unlimited. Click here for more info about the App

Module. These two kits offer the exact same functionality and features. Both Kits use the same
module, wiring harness and programming method. Qty Out of stock. This is restriction of the
vehicle, and not the remote start. To test this, open your hood and turn the ignition on.
Functionality is the exact same for both kits, however the activation button sequence is
different between the two. Must have factory hood pin if you're not sure, open your hood and
turn the ignition on. Because of this, none of the interior electronics will energize during remote
start mode and they will look like they are OFF - this is normal operation. Once you get in a
perform take over, all electronics will turn on as normal. Customer Reviews Based on 2 reviews
Write a review. You may also like Invalid Password. Product has been added to your wishlist.
You can view your wishlist by creating or login account. Enormis Mobile Specialties in Erie,
Pennsylvania, has been specializing in remote starters since our inception in Over the years,
Enormis has installed thousands and thousands of remote starters and has built a loyal
following in northern Pennsylvania. But what about when you ask your remote start to activate,
and nothing happens? When it is winter time, the thought of going out to a frosty, cold vehicle
is not very appealing. The good news is that there are six common remote starter issues, but
none of them serious. The single biggest thing that can cause a remote starter not to engage is
a faulty or missing hood switch. This device gets installed under the hood of your vehicle and
prevents the engine from starting when the hood is up. It is a safety device, designed to prevent
your vehicle from accidentally starting when someone is working in the engine compartment,
since an injury could occur. The good news is that Enormis can fix this quickly and painlessly.
Yes, believe it or not, that remote control on your keychain does take batteries and, after a
period of time, they are going to get weak diminishing the range and eventually go dead.
Enormis stocks lots of different batteries, and most likely has the correct ones in stock for you.
Maybe you had your batteries replaced recently somewhere other than Enormis, and your
remote already quit working again. We have seen batteries installed incorrectly, the wrong
batteries installed, insulators removed, or just plain crappy batteries that die very quickly. If any
of these scenarios describes you, we suggest stopping by our store with your vehicle and all of
its remote starter remote controls. We can check both of them out for you, and replace batteries
if needed. If we find that you need a replacement remote control, we will do our best to find you
a new one so you can resume that wonderful feeling of going out to a warm vehicle. Are you the
kind of person who only uses your remote starter when it gets cold outside? If this describes
you, then it may have been months since you used it. Is it possible you forget the proper
procedure to remote start your vehicle? This is more common than you think. Every fall please
check your system and make sure it works! Here is a helpful video on this topic:. What that
means to you is your remote starter probably used a data module as part of the installation.
That allows the starter brain to communicate with the vehicle computer in its native language,
because it gets programmed with vehicle-specific software. Certain remote starter
manufacturers use a safety feature called valet mode. It is designed to temporarily disable the
remote starting capability, but valet mode typically leaves the keyless entry function intact. One
way you may be able to tell if your vehicle is in valet mode is by watching the parking lights. If
they no longer flash when you ask your vehicle to lock or unlock using the remote starter
controller, you may be in valet mode. If you can lock and unlock your doors just fine but ONLY
the remote start does not work, you may be in valet mode. If you purchased your remote start
FROM US, we can gladly walk you through the procedure to take the vehicle out of valet mode.
If you are more comfortable having us walk you through it in person, by all means, stop by the
shop. We would love to help you. Certain brands of remote starters come with a switch that is
designed to temporarily disable the remote starter. It is NOT designed to be easily accessible.
Many times it gets bumped accidentally, and all you have to do is switch it back on. Our team is
made up exclusively of folks who are automotive electrical experts. We are not a car audio shop
that decided to try our hand at remote starters. We are not a wheel-and-tire store. We are not a
mechanics shop. We are specialists in everything related to electrical systems in a vehicle, and
we are here to serve our clients. Whether you need something simple or a whole new system,
we promise to give you our best. You have our word on it. Sometimes it takes 2 or more times to
unlock my doors or sometime it take a couple of times to set when my starter acts up my
battery dies in my car. Please contact us at Monday thru Friday pm. The very odd time it starts
without chirping confirmation but lately it seems i need to try 4 or 5 times to get the car to
actually start. Dead battery? Noâ€¦ Could be a weak battery in the remote. Do a visual inspection
inside the remote or take it to your local expert. We took it back to the shop and they said it was
the door lock to take it to the dealership. Well we did that and they said there was nothing
wrong with them it was the remote start. Then it started happening with the passenger side.
Well they said they unhooked it until they can get the parts and the passenger side is now
working again. I was told this by a few people here. U very rarely have these parts go bad that

fast especially on a Toyota. My personal opinion I believe that as well. Please give me some
advice. My remote start button is popping my trunk of my car but the flasher and everything
else work just fine. Hopefully you are close to Erie, Pa and the Electrical Experts can get your
vehicle fixed! The only thing you can do is to take it back to who installed it or find a qualified
remote start tech. It sounds like the installation is wrong from the beginning or a circuit has now
failed for whatever reason. Hi i just got a new alarm installed three days now with remote start
feature but when i use the remote start feature the vehicle keeps trying to start even after its
started already and running. Please help. Immediately go back to the shop that installed your
system and have them fix it! My battery died, and someone changed the battery. Now the key
wont turn in the ignition. I have a remote starter connected to my car. It starts with the remote
but not the key. Sharon, it simply sounds like your steering wheel is locked or your vehicle may
not be in park. If those things are not it please fill out this contact form and I will see what I can
do! Get back to me and let me know. My electric start work but the blower dont come on tell the
key is in. What ia this anyone have this problem. Also, turn defrosters on high and let it warm up
that way when starting with the remote. Buick LaCrosse. My name is Dawn and I have a remote
start I got 5 years ago and now when I sometimes start my car manually it takes a couple of
times to turn over does it have something to do with my remote start. Thanks for commenting.
While we are not able to diagnose issues online, we would be happy to set up a troubleshoot
appointment for you at our facility here in Erie, Pa. We are experts at both electrical system
diagnosis and remote car starter installation. Dianna, I Would like to help you with the remote
start on your car. I think I know what could be happening. I need just a little more information.
Send us another message thru this link and I will help you further! We start it with the remote
and five the vehicle a while and shut it off and come back a half hour or hour later and the
battery in the vehicle is dead. The battery is only a month old so not an issue. This has happen
a few times to us. Do you have an idea what draws the voltage down? Phil, Not sure if I follow
you. I will try try to understand. Is retained Accessory Power Radio etc Staying on? The red light
is flashing when I press it and it has new batteries. What should I do. Sounds like you might
have an aftermarket anti-theft device on the car. We would be happy to fix your car and get it
started. We need to set up a reservation for one of our techs to look at it here in Harborcreek,
Pa. I have a remote start on my Honda CRV that has suddenly stopped working. I changed out
the 27A battery in both key fobs thinking they were dead. Any suggestions? As the remote start
installation experts in Erie, Pa we will see if we can help you. Fill out this contact form with more
details. I have a Nissan marano I think I have the starting system in the car it was bought with it
,now today I tried to start the car with the remote it did not start, and I try starting it with the
keys it is not turning over on the display of the key every thing is dead the doors wont lock ,and
the alarm keeps going off. What do you think is the problem. My Amber lights flash when I try to
remote start my Chevrolet impala, I just bought it and when he started it the engine ran for
about 5 seconds and shut off. Is it a factory GM remote start or did someone else install the
remote start in the Impala? Now there is just a blink? Please describe in better detail. My remote
starter worked fine for over a year, then it said the battery was low. I changed the batteries in it.
Fill out this contact form with more information and we will see what we can do. My pontaic
grand am has a vapor remote start, all of a sudden, it will not start at all , even with a key ,. While
we are not able to diagnose issues online, we would be happy to set up a troubleshoot
appointment for you at our facility here in Erie. I have a Honda accord. Any help would be
appreciatedâ€¦ Bought a used vehicle a bit over a year ago that had an aftermarket remote start
system installed. It was working perfectly fine until I had to take out the aftermarket stereo I had
installed out for warranty work. Vehicle sat for close to two months not running, battery
completely died. No flashing headlights, no attempts at engaging the starter, nothing. Thank
you for the quick reply though. I would suggest that you get a person in the vehicle to see what
is going on. I would seek out a local expert in your area. At the very least, get a Viper dealer on
the phone. If you are near Edmonton, it looks like there are a few dealers there that might be
able to assist you. Might be worth a phone call especially if they service the exact brand that
you have. I bought a tundra last year. Dealer installed a compustar remote start and locks. My
issue is after about 8 months I notice when trying to remote start it would crank for a long time
and not start. And also when trying to remote start when it cranks over the horn starts goin
crazy. Does anyone have any idea what the prob could be. Anything would be greatly
appreciated. Your comment is very disheartening. You said, Dealer installed a compustar
remote start and locks. So, it sounds like the remote start unit is getting the signal but the locks
are not getting the message. Toyota door locks can have special wiring required for doorlocks
to function properly. You also said, And also when trying to remote start when it cranks over the
horn starts goin crazy. Horn starts going crazy? Do you mean: When attempting to start the
vehicle the Toyota security system starts sounding? I have an idea of what it could be. My

opinion is this is a perfect example of an improper install. This security system needs to know
that the remote start is NOT trying to steal the truck. You can test this by locking the doors with
the Toyota remote. Wait 60 seconds. Insert the key manually into the door and open it. Lock te
doors again with the Toyota remote and wait 60 seconds try to start the truck with the remote
start. Does that set off the truck security system. If yes, installation needs to be looked at. Call
dealer. Set up appointment. This is NOT a 1 hour fix. I would suggest a loaner car from the
dealer. Expect to be without the vehicle for a day. Hopefully someone behind the scenes knows
what they are doing. If you picked up the truck from the dealership that is where you should
drop it off to have it serviced. They may direct you to a third party shop. Is there a way to fix the
problem without taking it to the dealer or a shop? Reconnect and see what happens. We are the
remote start and electrical experts in Erie, Pa area, if you are close. If you are able to bring your
vehicle to our facility please respond and we will set up a reservation. Any ideas on the
problem? Take it back to whom installed it!!! Perhaps have them check the brake switch!! Hi I
have a remote starter. On both key fobs everything works except for the door unlock button.
Lock, trunk and start work fine. As the remote start and electrical experts in Erie, Pa we do have
an idea! Does the vehicle what kind? What does your remote look like? Is this a programming
problem they can fix or do I need to take it to the dealership? Would be nice if the GMC Dealer
stays in communication with the alarm installer. I disconnected the battery once, now my 2 way
automate remote start works but I only from max 20ft range, before i could start from the middle
of the mall. Now, not unless im standing in front of it! No led response either. It starts fine from
20ft with both remotes. I wonder whats gone wrong?? Canada is a HUGE place! We are located
just a lil North of I and we are easy to get to!!! If you are ever in the area let us know! Hello I
Bought an Buick century from a Dealership and it came with the remote start. Now I have to go
maunually warm up my car every morning using my key instead of the remote starter. If you are
able to bring your vehicle to our facility please respond and we will set up a reservation! What
could that bee anyone. Can you bring us the vehicle? Get out your manual. If an Astrostart does
not start your car many have the ability to flash a code on your parking lights to help you figure
out what is wrongâ€¦. Other than that, we must leave you with our standard response. I had a
remote start put on my Toyota Camry. Sometimes the car will start up without us touching the
fob. I have to click the regular fob 2 times to shut my day running lights off when I go to lock it. I
told the person that installed the remote start that I click the fob 2 times and he told me that
Toyota has something that would cause the car to start up by itself, and I should only click it 1
time. Is this true about Toyota and some remote start, or is he just feeding me a line. Thank you.
The car starts up by itself? That is NOT Normal and that is downright dangerous. Some cars will
leave their headlights on until they see you EXIT the car. Get someone in your car to address
your issues and fix your car! It may think a door or hood is open. Make sure all sensors and
latches are ok and make sure all the original domelights are working. Problem solved after
reading a few different things on Google 3 flashes meant that the remote start was put in service
mode which reminded me that also in that time frame I got my winter tires installed so I guess
Canadian Tire put it in service mode for that and never took it out yay all fixed up glad I never
had to pay to fix the problem. To whom it may concern. Thanks for your tip on waht could be
wrong with my Remote start. I begun having problems with my Remote starter little did I know
that it would be as simple as turning the switch under the Dash Board back on. I have a GM
factory installed remote starter new when I purchased the car I have gone back to the dealer
several times and was told that it works fine the problem is it will run for only 10 minutes. I live
in Chicago and 10 minutes is not enough. Can warmup time be extended? They are only 1 hour
15mins from you!!! I have a Chev trail blazer my issue is my remote start works perfectly but am
wondering if the remote can cause my doors to lock automatically. When the car is shut off and
I walk away my doors lock. I understand when you start it remotely they lock but this is after my
car is shut offf doors are closed and I walk away. Could this be caused from my remote start or
a different issue with my car. Thanks Cathy. Hello, You said, When the car is shut off and I walk
away my doors lock. I have never seen a remote start do that. At the Gas Station, at your
grandmas house, everywhere. Is there a simple reset procedure? I have a Jeep Compass that I
just purchased a month ago. I can still turn the car on with my remote start and the engine
comes on but when I go to put my actual key in, the engine shuts back off. Some other people
have been having the same issue online with their Jeep and they said it was the WCM. Have you
heard of this before? We have heard of it! Bring that electrical problem to our shop, located in
Harborcreek just outside of Erie, Pa. Hello there. Is it possible that the battery in my Astro start
remote needs replacement? Even though the green light is blinking faintly when I press start? I
have full charge in car battery but not turning over. Thank you for any suggestion. YES, it is
possible that all you need is a battery in your remote control! No names you do not recognize.
Jim, I reread your post. You car does NOT start with the key.?! Do you have a Chevy, Buick, or

Oldsmobile? We just had a Impala and a Jeep Cherokee in our shop. If you are from the North
Western Pennsylvania are please contact us so that we can properly diagnose your vehicle! If I
start without the remote it work fine. Hitting the brake is what deactivates a properly functioning
remote start. If you are from the North Western Pennsylvania area please set up an appointment
with us, so that we can properly diagnose your vehicle if needed. Contact us. Hi I have a 95
Chevy lumina minivan. I had a remote starter installed. Code alarm CA I had it jumped. Every
since I had it jumped the doors lock and unlock fine. But when I step on the brake the actuators
in the doors click once. Then when I move about 50 feet they do it again. I took it back to the
place I bought it from. They said it had nothing to do with the remote start. The guy set some
code to have the locks work with the brakes. It use to work when I put it in gear. No one can
figure it out. The garage I bring her to said it was the remote starter. Someone said to undo the
battery put head lights on this would reboot everything. Can u help?. The remote start has the
ABILITY to lock the doors when the engine is running and it sees you push the brake for the
first time before you shift into drive. It sounds like that feature is turned on. Turn one of those
features off. Could it be the relay switch off the yellow wire that goes to the transmission ECU?
Some of these vans are complete nightmares in circuit design as far as we are concerned.
Multiple circuits protected by one fuse etc It could be a relayâ€¦ It could be anythingâ€¦ Get a
smart person who works on remote starts to fix itâ€¦ We can fix electrical problems and remote
starters here in Erie, PA Hi , I had the automatic car starter installed 9 mo. Have you had issues
like this reported? Although I do not know what kind of vehicle you have nor what kind of
remote start you have, I have never ever heard of someone needing to replace the starter on the
vehicle 3 times. You need a smart person to look at your vehicle. We are located in Erie, PA I
have not heard of a remote start automatically operating the windows. It would seem like
someone would have had to deliberately connect something to a window circuitâ€¦Did you take
it back to the shop that installed the remote starter? I am curious to see how you solved this
issueâ€¦. Can someone help me? About two months ago when I turn the key, the lights and
radio will come on but engine will not turn over. Sometimes I would have to turn the key two or
three times before the engine would start. I took it back to the dealership and they did a
diagnostic check, says the alternator, starter and battery are fine, they think the the issue
caused by the vapor remote starter, which was on the vehicle when I purchased it, and
suggested I disconnect. Have you come across this issue before? Trying to get some insight
into my problem. It worked perfectly last winter but this time car tries to crank but does not start
the engine. But strangely, when I key in the car and then try remote start, car starts! What could
be the issue? I am not sure wht remote start system i have in my 98 chevy truck but altenater
charging bat while runing keep getting low votage type of thing like its starving for power to
start now i cant really see where main power wires. Been connected only smaller on tht been
paddle bit in to existingand i removed plastic dash cover an stearing weel cover and when i
remove one of my paddle bit wires it acts like its instantly dead first three turn overs its acted
like gonns start then dies out vortec just replaced starter selidnoid ignition relay tht tht was
issue. The truck litterly seem like it wont start at all if i unplug box how can i get it removed and
where locally by flint mi usa. Have a remote start. I have not had trouble till this winter. When I
start the car from inside the house, car starts. Example, started the car in the morning so it
would defrost since we had snow. Came home from work and as I pulled in my car started itself.
Evidently my neighbor said it was doing this all day. I have Hyundai Accent, with a Hyundai
installed remote at time of purchase. Well recent we have been having trouble getting it to start
with the remote. The vehicle turns over but will not start. This has just started in the last few
months. The original remote start installation tech needs to look at the remote start. Your posts
look very helpful unfortunately I did not see anything posted that is related to my issue. I have a
Ford F that I bought used last fall. In December I had a remote start installed in my truck and am
using the original truck key fobs to start the truck. I used the remote start almost daily without
any issue. In January I remote started my truck and when I went to get into the vehicle the key
fob did not open the door. The fob would not lock or unlock the doors. I then had to go back to
the installer to get the remote start re-programmed. This just happened to me again this past
weekend. Module maybe? My installer admitted it may be a defective module. I asked him if he
was going to cover the cost of the dealership bills and he said no and that he would only cover
his labor and replacement module. What are your thoughts on the 2 issues? Could it be a
defective module? Am I being reasonable in asking for the dealership bills to be re-reimbursed?
Kim you have an excellent question! You asked, Am I being reasonable in asking for the
dealership bills to be re-reimbursed? In this situation I would say NO you are not being
reasonable. If we felt the remote start module caused the issue then I would say, yes. I am
having issues w my remote start. I unlock my doors with remote and get inside. The anti theft
light is rapidly blinking and the heat and radio work. The lights on the dash are lit. What could

be wrong? Your vehicle wish I knew what you had is upset. Fords typically flash a red light very
fast when a start sequence has been denied. Get the Remote Start technician back in the
vehicle. There is nothing you can do or I can do to help you. If our shop had installed this
remote start and you are the original owner; we give a limited lifetime warranty and this would
most certainly be covered under warranty. I have a Chevy pickup, I had a remote start and
automatic door locks installed on it in and it have been working great. I used the remote start
and key, it worked fine for a week or two. It has done this 4 times and each time I had the truck
to the shop. The shop that installed it said they never had or heard of that before. What do you
think the problem is? Whhat do I think? What you are talking about could be a bad Chevy
starter. It could be anything. If it were me. That is how we got into the business of fixing
electronics. NOPE It gets better. Smart woman â€” We get the carâ€¦We inspected all our wiring
and searched all around the seats for anything obvious. Hello Armando. It is possible your truck
has a small intermittent EVAP leak. Small EVAP leaks can be very intermittent and this is a
possibility. We can NOT solve your problem here or on the phone. What do you do? Good Luck
and take care. Just recently I have noticed a beep coming from my AstroStart starter. Every
door is firmly shut. But I continue to hear the beep and see the indicator. Any suggestions????
Sorry we have no suggestions. Would highly suggest to go back to the shop that installed the
system and they will figure it out! My husband had a remote starter put on my 15 Camry last
winter. We have to manually lock them before getting out. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify
me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. We do NOT offer free technical
support over the phone or email. We are a busy shop and are unable to respond to
troubleshooting questions on this page, or by phone, or by email. If this page does not help
you, please seek out yo
2005 altima interior
white rodgers 2 wire zone valve wiring diagram
1998 windstar
ur local remote start expert. Comments Sometimes it takes 2 or more times to unlock my doors
or sometime it take a couple of times to set when my starter acts up my battery dies in my car.
Reply what can I do. Car remote.. Just a guess and good luck! When I press the remote start
button engine turns over but does not start. Marcel Reply. If an Astrostart does not start your
car many have the ability to flash a code on your parking lights to help you figure out what is
wrongâ€¦ Other than that, we must leave you with our standard response. Factory remote starts
do not work when their is a CEL check engine light on. HI, Trying to get some insight into my
problem. It is a Ford. Do u know if this is covered under warranty? Another Example of a
mechanic blaming a remote car starter: -woman called us because her power seat on her
Subaru would not work. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Enormis will be closed on Saturday, December 26 and Saturday, January 2.

